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INDUSTRY SHORTCOMINGS
Local Exhaust Ventilation (LEV) systems are used to eliminate contaminants (gases,
dusts or particles) generated locally or intermittently. A general-purpose LEV system
using a simple exhaust with or without hoods makes use of an airflow field generated
by the negative pressure at the exhaust inlet.
For good performance, the air velocity should be high enough to carry the
contaminants toward the exhaust hood in the presence of distributing side flows, inertial
breakaways or gravitational settling.
In general, standard capture velocity which is the airflow required to carry the
contaminants toward the exhaust hood is 0.25~1.3m/s not at the face of the exhaust
inlet but at the spatial point of contaminants.
In a simple exhaust system the air velocity decreases very rapidly with distance from the
exhaust inlet.
As Dalla Valle’s equation shows the airflow velocity is in inverse proportion
approximately to the square power of the distance, so the capture velocity at a distance
of one diameter (1D) of the exhaust inlet may get reduced to less than 10% of that at
the exhaust inlet, thus less than 2% at 2D distance.

Dalla Valle Equation:
Vx

=
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Where Vx is velocity at x
Vf is a face velocity at the exhaust inlet
x is a distance from the exhaust inlet
d is a diameter of exhaust inlet.
For the velocity x= 1d

Vx =

Vf
12.7×(11)²+0.75

=

Vf
13.45

= 0.074Vf,

Consequently, the velocity at x=1d, decreases to 7.4% of the face velocity at the
exhaust uinlet.
To overcome this, attempts to increase airflow are typical. However, theoretically, the
energy needed to airflow is in proportional to the cubic power of the air velocity. Thus
8times of energy is needed to increase 2times of air velocity at the exhaust inlet. It
means that increasing fan or blower capacity to increase capture velocity is
uneconomical and costly approach though there are no other alternatives in the current
LEV technologies.
Currently, most of industry leading companies are focusing on developing higher airflow
LEV systems with lower energy consumption, so called high energy efficiency (cfm/watt)
fan, utilizing expensive BLDC motors.
Regardless of this kind of improvements, there are limits in increasing capture velocity
by means of the airflow increase due to the matters of noise and energy waste.
Moreover in industrial workplaces, in order to utilize a higher capture velocity, most LEV
hoods are placed close to the contamination source or the operating zone, which in
turn acts as a barrier to the workers’ free movement or to a flexible equipment layout.
This limitation restricts the use of the LEV systems.

Swirler Vortex Ventilation (SVV)
To overcome the restriction of the general LEV system, the swirler vortex ventilator(SVV),
using a swirling flow, was developed.
To generate a vortex flow efficiently, the SVV has a swirler installed at the exhaust inlet,
which consists of a rotating annular disk with fins and safety cover preventing workers
from the potential hazard of the rotating swirler.
The SVV system generates a displacement flow propagating radially outward around the
exhaust inlet; then a secondary recirculating flow is induced under the hood, resulting in
much higher capture velocity, more than twice as large a capture depth and more than
ten times as large a capture volume.
Though the conventional LEV system gives a nearly spherical pressure or capture
velocity contour, the SVV system generates a highly unidirectional capture velocity or
pressure contour.
So the performance of the SVV system cannot be easily compared with other LEV
systems in terms of the capture velocity at a particular distance or the maximum
penetration depth.

Principles of Swirler Vortex Ventilation
In order to increase the capture depth and region (volume), strong vortex (Swirler) is
needed.
When Swirler fan rotates, fins on the Swirler fan strongly pushes air outward in radial
direction, then forms a secondary recirculating flow beneath the swirler, which results
from the exhaust flow and the swirl flow.
The secondary recirculating flow plays the role of an air curtain, which is the reason for
the capture region extended along the axis.
The secondary recirculating flow formed beneath the swirler moves outward and stays
outside of the swirler due to the very strong swirl flow.
The flow induced by the swirl flow pushes up the air in the center region toward the
exhaust hood; thus, the exhaust region gets extended axially (see Picture 2: Swirler fan’s

flow pattern with velocity contour).
As rotation speed grows, the larger size of vortex bands are settled down more stably
and role as an air curtain blocking out airflows from side directions.

So airflows toward the exhaust inlet are centralized under the exhaust inlet, and air
velocity keeps higher speed as the cross-sectional area of airflow is getting smaller.

Figure1. Swirler Theory

Picture1. Flow pattern with velocity contour of

Conventional Local Exhaust Ventilation System

Picture2. Flow pattern with velocity contour of

Swirler Vortex Ventilation System

Capture Depth
The most important performance index of LEV is a capture depth. A capture depth is
the maximum distance from the face of exhaust inlet, which keeps a certain air velocity
(normally 1/10 of exhaust inlet velocity).
The minimal capture velocity differs depending on dispersion of contaminant.
Recommendable capture velocity in a quiet room condition is minimal 0.25m/s (see

Figure2. Range of capture velocities).
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Examples

Capture Velocity

Evaporation from tanks ,

50-100 fpm

Cooking, degreasing, etc

0.25-0.50 m/s

Spray booths,
2

Released at low velocity

Intermittent Container filling

100-200 fpm

into moderately still air

low speed conveyor transfers

0.5-1 m/s

welding, plating
3

Active generation into zone
of rapid air motion

4

Released at high initial
velocity into zone of very
rapid air motion

Spray painting
in shallow booths barrel filling
conveyor loading, crushers

200-500 fpm
1-2.5 m/s

Grinding, abrasive blasting

500-2000 fpm

tumbling

2.5-10 m/s

Lower End of Range

Upper End of Range

1. Room air currents minimal or favorable to capture.

1. Distributing room air currents

2. Contaminants low toxicity or nuisance value only

2. Contaminants of high toxicity

3. Intermittent, low production

3. High production, heavy use

4. Large hood-large air mass in motion

4. Small hood-local control only

(Source: ACGIH Industrial ventilation: A Manual of recommended Practice. 23rd edition)

Capture depths of Swirler Vortex Ventilation (SVV) system are far exceed that of general
LEV.(see Picture 3: Swirler fan’s Pressure contour and velocity profile and Picture4: Axial

velocity with distance from the swirler) ( The contour and slope of 0000rpm represent
air velocity of a general LEV in Picture 3, 4 respectively)
In a general LEV, the air velocity is reduced rapidly in inverse proportion approximately

to the square power of the distance though the air velocity in a SVV is reduced slowly
in inverse proportion to the distance. Consequently the air velocity improvement of
the SVV in longer distance is much bigger relatively.
The capture velocity increases with increased rotating speed, and the capture velocity at
2300rpm is more than nine times higher than that of simple LEV (0rpm).
A capture velocity of 0.25~0.5 m/s (49.2~98.4 fpm) is generally recommended
(Goodfellow and Tähti 2001), and the SVV system satisfies this recommendation even at
points 6D away at 2500rpm.
Approximately the SVV improves air velocity 2~3.5times (2~3.5*z/D). At the distance of
5D, 5 (exhaust inlet) Diameter distance from the exhaust inlet, the SVV system improves
air velocity about 10times.
It is the revolutionary technologies which can increase the capture velocity more than
2times without additional airflow increase of unnecessary energy waste though the
conventional LEVs require 8times of additional energy to increase 2times of capture
velocity.

Picture 3: Pressure contour and velocity profile; (a) 0rpm, (b) 1500rpm (c) 2500rpm

Picture 4: Axial velocity with distance from the swirler

PRODUCTS
SWIRLER VENTILATION FANS
TF 130-260H(High Speed)
Small, Ultra Powerful Air Velocity, Wide Capture Region,
Deep Capture Depth, Energy Efficient
Fast Remove of Dust, Particle, Smoke, Odor, Moistures, etc.

Inlet Face Air Velocity

1240 FPM (6.3 m/s)

Air Flow

110 CFM (3.1 CMM)

Power Consumption

34.5 watts

Energy Efficiency

3.18(cfm/watt) or 0.31(watt/cfm)

Power Rating

110V/60Hz

Motor Type

AC

Rated Amps

‹0.325

RPM

1600

Noise

48 db

Duct Size ø

3.62” (92 mm)

Grill Dimension

10.2” * 10.2” (260mm*260mm)

Mounting Opening

9.17” * 91.7” (233mm*233mm)

Material

PP

Weight

2.8 lb (1.3 kg)

Indicates Operation Lamp

LED lamp

Damper

Reverse Flow Protection

VideoLink:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YjKjXtVw1iI&feature=em-share_video_user
http://youtu.be/SWn2I4YBrug , http://youtu.be/CCDuwi2Ibj4
http://youtu.be/HBW-wAS8avU, http://youtu.be/oqZ17fKTC28

Pressure contour and Velocity profile of VF130-260H

TF 130-260S(Standard Speed)
Small, Ultra Powerful Air Velocity, Wide Capture Region,
Deep Capture Depth, Energy Efficient, Ultra Quiet,
Fast Remove of Dust, Particle, Smoke, Odor, Moistures, etc.

Inlet Face Air Velocity

984 FPM (5.0 m/s)

Air Flow

70.6 CFM (2.0 CMM)

Power Consumption

12.5 watts

Energy Efficiency

5.6(cfm/watt) or 0.17(watt/cfm)

Power Rating

110V/60Hz

Motor Type

AC

Rated Amps

‹0.115

RPM

1250

Noise

40 db

Duct Size ø

3.62” (92 mm)

Grill Dimension

10.2” * 10.2” (260mm*260mm)

Mounting Opening

9.17” * 91.7” (233mm*233mm)

Material

PP

Weight

2.8 lb (1.3 kg)

Indicates Operation Lamp

LED lamp

Damper

Reverse Flow Protection

Video Link: http://youtu.be/SWn2I4YBrug , http://youtu.be/CCDuwi2Ibj4
http://youtu.be/HBW-wAS8avU, http://youtu.be/oqZ17fKTC28

Pressure contour and Velocity profile of TF130-260S

TF 150S
Suitable for general business facilities, laboratories, offices, smoking booths, etc.
Wide capture region and depth for the contaminants with 4 to 5 times better
capture efficacy than the conventional fans.
Extremely rapid ventilation for IAQ control.
Low energy consumption.
Quiet operation

Inlet Face Air Velocity

1240 FPM (6.7 m/s)

Air Flow

101 CFM (2.86 CMM)

Power Consumption

30 watts

Energy Efficiency

3.37 (cfm/watt) or 0.30(watt/cfm)

Power Rating

220V/60Hz

Motor Type

AC

Rated Amps

‹ 0.21

RPM

1600

Noise

40 db

Duct Size ø

3.62” (92 mm)

Grill Dimension

11.8” * 11.8” (300mm*300mm)

Mounting Opening

10.8” * 10.8” (275mm*275mm)

Material

ABS

Weight

2.2 kg

Indicates Operation Lamp

LED lamp

Damper

Reverse Flow Protection

Tornado Range Hoods
TRM-63SB
Swirler Vortex Fan provides utmost smoke, smell, dusts collecting performance.
Extremely quiet operation. Lower power consumption. 2 LED Lights.
Sleek appearance with Stainless Steel. 3-level airflow adjustment.

Inlet Face Air Velocity

648 FPM (3.3m/s) @level 1
807 FPM (4.1m/s) @level 2
1,020 FPM (5.2m/s) @level 3

Air Flow

159 CFM(4.5CMM) @level 1
171 CFM(4.85CMM) @level 2
217 CFM(6.16CMM) @level 3

Power Consumption

47w @level 1, 48w @level 2, 60w @level 3

Energy Efficiency(cfm/w)

3.38 @level 1, 3.56 @level 2, 3.61 @level 3

Effective Capture Depth

35”(900mm)

Effective Capture Region

26.5” Dia. (670.3mm Dia)

Power Rating

120V, 60Hz

Noise

42.5 db @level 1

Lighting

Two LED Lamps (2.5w)

Speed Control

3-level

Dimension

W23.6”(600mm)*D17.3”(440mm)*H23.6”(600mm)

Duct Size ø

4.72” (120mm)

Filter

Aluminum

Damper

Reverse Flow Protection

Video Link : http://youtu.be/PWLR8ifJX0g

Pressure contour and Velocity profile of TRM-63SB

TRC-91SG
Swirler Vortex Fan provides utmost smoke, smell, dusts collecting performance.
Extremely quiet operation. Lower power consumption. 2 LED Lights.
Sleek appearance with Stainless Steel. 3-level airflow adjustment.

Inlet Face Air Velocity

648 FPM (3.3m/s) @level 1
807 FPM (4.1m/s) @level 2
1,020 FPM (5.2m/s) @level 3

Air Flow

159 CFM(4.5CMM) @level 1
171 CFM(4.85CMM) @level 2
217 CFM(6.16CMM) @level 3

Power Consumption

47w @level 1, 48w @level 2, 60w @level 3

Energy Efficiency(cfm/w)

3.38 @level 1, 3.56 @level 2, 3.61 @level 3

Effective Capture Depth

35”(900mm)

Effective Capture Region

26.5” Dia. (670.3mm Dia)

Power Rating

120V, 60Hz

Noise

42.5 db @level 1

Lighting

Two LED Lamps (2.5w)

Speed Control

3-level

Dimension

W23.6”(600mm)*D17.3”(440mm)*H23.6”(600mm)

Duct Size ø

4.72” (120mm)

Filter

Aluminum

Damper

Reverse Flow Protection

Video Link : http://youtu.be/PWLR8ifJX0g

Pressure contour and Velocity profile of TRC-91SG

PORTABLE DUST EXTRACTOR
TF 250 CY Portable Filterless Dust Collector
Revolutionary Swirler Vortex Ventilation Technology creates much larger capture
region than existing products.
Built-in cyclone dust separator suitable for the work places where generate large
volume of dusts.
Economical no need of expensive filter exchange.
Non-interruptive operation with large volume of dust drawer(13L).
Exchangeable vacuum cleaner hose to sweep out dusts or pellets on the floor.
The best usability and portability with light-weight(22~26kg) construction.
Tilting function for the better source-capture.
Selective switch for the dust collecting or the floor cleaning.
Floor- lock wheels for safety.
Optional explosion-proof motors for the hazardous workplace environments such
as epoxy powders, etc.
.

.

Power rating

1∅ 220V×60Hz

Power

750w

consumption
Current (starting)

3.5A

Explosion

IP Level

IP 54

Proof

Pole

2

motor

RPM (full load)

3500

Motor

Static Pressure (mmAq/max)

75

Air Flow (CMM / max)

16.5

Noise Level (dB)

73

Weight (kg)

26

Power rating

1∅ 220V×50/60Hz

Power
Motor

100W

consumption
Torque

3.2 kgf-cm

Current

0.8A

Input Power

1∅ 100~220V ±15%

Current

3A

BLDC

Frequency

50/60Hz

motor

Speed

300~3000RPM
OV, UV, OC, OL, OH

BLDC
Driver

Safety
Protection

motor

shutdown
Spark preventive coating,
Dust proof, Water proof
Dual safety fuse

Reset function

on/off button

Filter exchange

Signal Lamp

C E Certification (Motor + Driver)

Video Link : http://youtu.be/d140D2smtNY

Pressure contour and Velocity profile of TF250CY

TF 250 FF

Portable Welding Fume Extractor

Revolutionary Swirler Vortex Ventilation Technology creates much larger (4~5times)
capture region than existing products.
The best usability and portability with light-weight (17kg) construction.
PE nano filter media eliminates more than 97% of sub-micron (0.3~0.4μm)
particulates of welding fume.
Washable and reusable filter.
Spark eater
Lower power-consumption and speed control with BLDC motor.
Photo

Fume Filter

Dimension

Power rating

1∅ 220V×50/60Hz

Power

100 W

consumption

Motor

Current

0.8 A

RPM

3,000 RPM

Torque

3.2 kgf-cm

Input power

1∅ 100~220V ±15%

Current

3A

Frequency

50/60Hz

Speed

300~3000 RPM
OV, UV, OC, OL, OH -motor shutdown

BLDC
Driver

Safety

Spark preventive coating,

Protection

Dust proof, Water proof
Dual safety fuse

Reset

on / off button

Filter exchange

Signal Lamp

C E Certification (Motor + Drive)
Video Link : http://youtu.be/4JhG_oox_lQ
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